E-mail : associazionelorber@alice.it

Dear Lorber’s friends from all over the world,
32 friends and friends of Lorber around the world, especially Europe, have expressed the desire
to give “birth” to the Journal “Jakob Lorber International”, whose purpose is to bring
together LORBER’S FRIENDS FROM THE ENTIRE PLANET.
We thank these friends.
We publish immediately their "points of view, questions, doubts and so on.", and also the answers
of the promoter of this initiative. March 13 the "first" number of the Journal “Jakob Lorber International” will be sent to you all; its official date will be March 15, 2015.
In the "first" Newspaper (no.01) will be published the "HISTORY of the Italian Group of Lorber"
(translators, Association, Publisher, initiatives for the divulgation etc.), hoping that other groups
world send their History, which will published in subsequent issues
The purpose of these "stories" is "to get to know us a bit 'better," before starting a dialogue on
several important issues.
The purpose of these "stories" is "to get to know us a bit 'better," before starting a dialogue on
several important issues.
We'll see then if - together - we can join the current " ISOLATED" forces into just "ONE FORCE",
as Jesus wants WE ALL BECOME "ONE WITH HIM".
Here are the 32 "points of view" of friends and friends who live in different countries, and that – so
far – had not had the opportunity to talk in a "universal" way.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

32 ANSWERS FROM THE WORLD
(Responses of friends and friends of Lorber who received the INVITATION to "create" the
Journal “Jakob Lorber International”)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1) Erika from GERMANY:
Oh sure! I like such a magazine. Fantastic. Many greetings.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2) Silvia from GERMANY:
United in the love of Jesus.
Dear friends Lorber worldwide,
I greet you in the name of our mutual friend, Jesus Christ. He has gathered us together and would
lead many, many more to His Word that He has revealed through Jakob Lorber.
So I'm glad that now there is this journal JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL and I wish you much
success, further spread and always contents worth the reading. Participate with dynamism!
Only then this project will be filled with life. And do not tire of bringing the good news of our dear
Lord Jesus to those who have not known it so far. Yours truly-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3) Klaus from GERMANY:
Dear Mr. Vesco,
thanks for your letter with the announcement "Jakob Lorber International" (JLI). It is 'certainly a
nice idea! I wish you blessings and a good start. With JLI you certainly intend also the revelations
of Leopold Engel (GVG 11) and Gottfried Mayerhofer.
A good motto for JLI is certainly a text by Gottfried Mayerhofer: Religion of the future. (from the
"Garden of Life" Lorber Verlag). Here it is: [...]. Greetings and all the best.
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Joseph’s reply: "Dear Klaus, the quote from Mayerhofer was not published because the journal
JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL is devoted exclusively to the work of Lorber.
Therefore, the Italian Association has not insert – for now – the Great Gospel n. 11 Engel together
with 10 volumes of Lorber.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4) Marie-Christine from GERMANY:
Dear spiritual brothers,
I am glad for your international journal! Many greetings..
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5) Doris from GERMANY:
Dear friends of Jakob Lorber,
I was pleased that the journal "JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL" has been founded for the
entire known world. I would be very grateful if I could get this new journal in German for the month
of March 2015.
I gave an offer of 10 EURO on behalf of GIUSEPPE VESCO in Venice. With friendship.
(The journal JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL thanks Doris for the contribution)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6) Burgunde und Gerhard from AUSTRIA (Klagenfurt):
Dear Joseph!
Thanks for your good idea. We talked of your proposal today, in our group. Our unanimous
opinion regarding this idea is as follows:
1) If you give every reader of the NEW REVELATION the unverified chance to print any opinion,
then it will come out certainly a jumble of obscure ideas, which certainly would not be in the
intention of our Heavenly Father. You certainly know from experience the often peculiar ideas of
our brothers and sisters. If you observe carefully the journal the "Spiritual life" of the German
association, there are already some opinions on which one should investigate.
2) The proposal of our group would be that you quote in the planned journal the steps of the NEW
REVELATION that seem important to you and ask your readers to express their interpretation of
this theme. So you could avoid the infiltration of some contradictory ideas of the NEW
REVELATION.
Best wishes and blessings of our Heavenly Father on you and yours.
Joseph’s reply:: «Dear Burgunde and Gerhard, in monthly journal of the Italian association,
arrived at no. 204, all points of view must be confirmed by the "reference": example (THG/3/145).
And so all those who want to publish their thoughts on the journal JAKOB LORBER
INTERNATIONAL will have to quote the "reference". If a reader will send us many pages "misleading - superficial - and not much important.", they will NOT be published. If a "reborn in the spirit" will
send us many pages, then it will be translated into various languages and published in the journal
JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL».
Bye and thanks to
Joseph & Jesus (his Partner since 1995)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7) Dieter from GERMANY:
Good Morning.
I’m interested in international contact and in getting written things. Especially I would like to learn
more on the age of Lorber and the "circle of Trieste" at Mayerhofer’s times and meet people who
occupy or have occupied themselves with the environment of the circle of Trieste and its writings /
bequests. Kind regards.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8) Stefy from ITALY:
Hello Joseph!
Beautiful the idea of an international journal! A greeting and a hug.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2

9) E.B. from GERMANY:
Hello Mr. Vesco,
First of all thanks for writing me. And yes, I am interested in the journal and I consider it a good
thing. I'm also very curious to see if you will be able to talk to th different guidelines that exist
between friends Lorber here in Germany and possibly in the world.
In my experience they can be summarized roughly as follows: those who believe the NEW
REVELATION through Lorber infallible and do not read other revelations and are therefore as
those who believe in the Bible and that of themselves say, "I have everything, what I want more?".
Then there are many who do not believe revelations through LORBER infallible and found errors
in the natural part of NEW REVELATION and deduce from this that J.Lorber’s partly personal
elemnts elements have converged in it.
Many of these are more open than the first group and are also interested in other revelations.
Many who believe in the NEW REVELATION through Lorber, believe only a part, and also believe
in all the other revelations and words of the Father, however, remain in Christianity. And finally
there are still many who know the NEW REVELATION through Lorber and they contaminate it with
other religions. In general the situation is and develops as for the believers in the Bible.
So I wanted to ask you: "Who are the" Lorber’s friends "?".
God bless you all.
Joseph’s reply: "Dear EB, those who believe that Lorber was wrong, are - says the Lord - people
of" dead faith "(HiG.02_42.10.30,16). An example of "error-contradiction" are the 3 Moons of
Neptune [NS.01_001,04] with 10 Moons of Neptune [NS.01_065,12]. Then the Lord gave Lorber
an explanation so BRILLIANT [NS.01_065,15], by which ALL Lorberians should learn the "lesson"
on the so-called "contradictions". Not only that, but regarding the four different versions in the
Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John [HiG.02_42.10.30], the Lord has given - for those who
have a dead faith - the following communication:

(The Lord :) 15. Who here judges outwardly, purely from the point of view of universal history
according to his intellect, what must necessarily find in these four very different statements if he
wants to proceed with the work with a very sharp criticism !?
16. I say to you: "O death of his intellect, or the death of his faith."
The death of his intellect if he suspects a divine Secret and puts this to My wisdom and omnipotence. The death of faith, however, if he says: "If the fact were true, then on the same should not
fully agree only four, but hundred of historians in the number, in the way, in the words, in short, in
everything. But each of the four historians says something completely different! Who is right? No
one! And so I do not believe in anything!"
17. See, however, nor the intellect nor the faith should be killed! But how can this happen?
I say: "Only through love, humility, gentleness and patience."
18. When these four [terms] become one thing in the man, then it will become full of a living light
in great quantities in the heart, in which all the contradictions will melt!
19. Consider this, then you too will come to purity and clarity!
But if you with your intellect want to be those who unearth treasures of Mine, in truth, then you
will not find nothing but garbage! [HiG.02_42.10.30]
We Italians, to thank the Lord for the important teaching of
FULLY BELIEVING IN HIM and not to say, "Lorber was
wrong", we have built a prototype to demonstrate that the
Word of the Lord is always TRUE.
See the movie on http://www.jakoblorber.it – Università
di Dio – FILMATI – 03) LE “STRANE” LUNE DI NETTUNO,
or view the photo on the right, which shows the 3 main
Moons (white) and 7 secondary Moons (red) of the planet
Neptune. It all works with four electric motors and shows
that it is TRUE both the statement that Neptune has "3
Moons", and the statement that Neptune has "10 Moons".
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With regard to your question: "Who are Lorber’s Friends?".
Here is the answer: "The true Lorber’s friends are creatures of God who need CONVINCING
answers to their existential questions, in order to be able afterwards to believe eternally in their
Creator and Lord, and to learn and enjoy eternally His infinite Wisdom and, above all, reach - on
Earth - the Goal to become His children to love Him as Jesus in spiritual human form, because
even Jesus-God has an infinite need to be loved by someone, as well as all of His future children
need already on this earth to be loved by someone”.
In fact, the most miserable human being in the world is the one who is NOT loved by
anyone. He is the 'one whom nobody loves, and so he can do nothing but "buy a dog" and love it
for the rest of his life. Here are the "desperate situation" (pictured below) of elderly who love dogs,
because they are NOT loved by ANY human being.

Finally, those who need to read the works of other mystics, are brothers and sisters who need to
eat a soft bread compared to Lorber’s very hard one. And they're right to eat the soft bread,
because they haven’t got strong teeth (reasoning skills) to eat the hard Lorber’s very hard bread.
In fact, the Lord warns everyone, saying:

"Since this Earth has been inhabited by human beings, spiritual relationships of life
have never been revealed so widely and completely as this time. Whatever one circles, in
whatever condition he is in, he can, in this Revelation, find until the accuracy of an atom
how things are with him”. [GS.02_123,11-12]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10) E.B. from GERMANY:
An excellent idea. If the participants in this initiative communicated their points of view in English,
you would save a lot of translation work. Best wishes.
Joseph’s reply: "Dear Rudolf, and for the many who DO NOT know the English language? Shall
we exclude them?". Bye.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11) Wilfried from GERMANY:
Dear Joseph,
I enclose my contribution for your new project: Jakob Lorber International (JLI).
Dear greetings of blessing!
Jakob Lorber International(1) – (JLI)
1) The purpose of this new forum should be to nurture and deepen the contact between Lorber’s
friends Jesus’ NEW REVELATION through JL, at least through the e-mail and the journal..
2) The 2nd goal of the JLI should be a free exchange of views on the NEW REVELATION of Jesus.
Every friend of Jesus’s works through JL has a different step of maturity and of spiritual and
soul insight and as a consequence a different, individual understanding of the fundamental
concepts: GOD, MAN, JESUS ', BODY, SOUL, SPIRIT, DIVINE SPARK, PENTECOSTAL
SPIRIT, COSMOS etc.
This also depends on the different, differentiated path of spiritual development that has accomplished so far each of these friends of NR: spiritual origin from the dogmas and fundamental
concepts of the existing churches and Christian sects, of the current sciences, philosophies
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and theologies, of the works of master Eckhart, Jakob Böhme, Emanuel Swedenborg, Carl
Welkisch, Abd-Ru-Shin Gralsbotschaft, communications through Franz Schumi, Bertha Dudde,
Gabriele Witteck, Erika Bertschinger (Fiat Lux), receptors of words in Mexico (The Third Testament ), or other world religions: Judaism, Islam, Hindu religions, Buddhism etc
3) In the JLI fundamental concepts first introduced should be unraveled and deepened with the
help of Jesus’ works through JL in short contributions in which the differences and commonalities gradually, especially in section 2, the quoted sources become clear.
Joseph’s reply: "Dear Wilfried, your big ten-year work of research and" summaries "on the most
important issues of the NEW REVELATION will become very useful in the journal JAKOB LORBER
INTERNATIONAL. Thank you".
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12) Anton from GERMANY:
Dear brothers,
thanks for the information on your initiative. May our Heavenly Father bless you. I am also
interested in the planned journal and will give a small contribution, I can be a generous benefactor
because I lack the means. But I believe that many small contributions do much together, and so I
ask you if I can send even a small contribution (€ 25.00). Best wishes.
(The journal JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL Anton thanks for the contribution)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13) Francis from FRANCE:
Good Morning,
Thank you for subscribing to this new journal, this is an excellent initiative. I would like to receive it
in German or French. I wish you much success.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14) Müller from GERMANY:
Thank you very much for having given birth to such an organization. How can I sign up for the
new Journal of Lorber?
Joseph’s reply: "Dear Müller, you have already been put in the mail list. Bye".
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14) Martin from GERMANY:
As a reader from many years of the NEW REVELATION I am interested in an international
exchange. Especially I would find it very positive to help one another and so become operative.
Is there anyone who can give accommodation to a homeless (Hungarian but speaks good
German)?. He is self-sufficient and can lend a hand. Are there communities that are based on
these principles? Many greetings.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16) Albin from SLOVENIA:
See attached images

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17) Christiane from GERMANY (Berlin):
Dear Lorber’s friend Giuseppe Vesco,
I ask for the sending of the Journal JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL in German.
Many thanks and greetings.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5

18) Evelyne from GERMANY:
Dear Lorber’s friends from around the world,
I find the idea for your new journal JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL excellent and please accept
me among your distributors.
Thanks and best regards.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19) Tommy from GERMANY: [.................................] (wrote 2 pages)
Joseph’s reply: "Dear Tommy, you sent two pages, while in the invitation it was written only" halfpage ". We invite you to post your thoughts in the limit of "half a page. Thank you
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20) Walter from GERMANY:
Dear Lorber’s friends,
as we now know from the statements of Lorber and others, we can correctly understand the
words of the Father and their sense when we have learned to really love Him.
This is the vital task of all of us. This is difficult today, as every reader can confirm.
This statement I leave pending and are curious to see the reactions ‘in March.
Warmest greetings.
Joseph’s reply: "Dear Walter, the vital task you are referring to to" love the Father "is VERY
difficult since the Lord is" TOO demanding "! Indeed He wants His creatures to put JESUS
FIRST in their own lives. An Italian friend of Lorber had put Jesus FIRST in his life for three
months, and three miracles occurred to him besides the vision in a dream of the divine Light.
But then his wife told him: "Or you put me FIRST, or it's over between us".
So he told Jesus: "I'm going back to being a materialist, because You said that marriage out of
love is indissoluble and eternal, but on condition that you act on my wife so that she could
become as spiritual as I was becoming, and so we both will come together to You".
This is a true and evident example, which shows that to those WHO put really and completely
Jesus first in their lives, occur miracles and even see a divine light into which they would go and
live forever inside It.
We invite Lorber’s friends from all over the world to send us their own experiences, and hopefully
that experience in which someone has seen Jesus in spiritual form.
We will publish them on JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL».
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21) Jacqueline from GERMANY:
I would like to receive monthly the journal. Thank you very much and God's blessing. Warmest
greetings.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

22) Jef from BELGIUM:
I appreciate your initiative to create an international "Lorber forum" and am very interested to
receive the electronic newsletter. With kind regards.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

23) Erwin from SWITZERLAND:
Thank you Joseph for "Jakob Lorber International". God bless you.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6

24) Wilfried from BELGIUM:
Dear Joseph Vesco,
since 2005 I’ve known and read the writings of JAKOB LORBER. I have read (and studied) in the
Dutch language the following books:
The Government of God’s Family, 3 volumes; The Moon; Saturn; The Fly; Earth and Moon; The
childhood of Jesus; From Hell to Heaven, 2 volumes; The Great Gospel of John, 11 volumes;
Letters of Jesus to Abgaro; Explanations of biblical texts; The response from the Heavens: P.
Güllekes; The prophet Jakob Lorber: Kurt Eggenstein: An open book on life: Ger van Dijk.
From October 6 I’ve also been on Twitter under the name [...].
I make Lorber known with HAIKU - news.
I await the new journal in the Dutch language if possible. It is ok also in German. I’m 84. Kind
regards.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25) Paul from BELGIUM:
Dear Giuseppe,
I am very interested to receive the electronic newsletter. It's a great initiative. May God bless it.
Kind regards.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26) Beate from GERMANY:
I am very with this journal and write here my email address: [...]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27) Patrick from TANZANIA:
Hello over there, my name is Patrick. I have the Belgium nationality, and i live in Tanzania as a
missionary and a disciple of Jesus Christ. Manny greetings and best regards.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28) Renate from GERMANY:
Dear Joseph Vesco,
I have been a Lorber’s friend for almost 30 years; the NR and also the other communications given
through Jesus have become what fills my life. I would be happy if I could find on this path even
more friends of Lorber and please write down my email address for contacting me. [...] Thanks and
blessings of Jesus for this wonderful idea.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------29) Rudy form BELGIUM:
Dear Sir,
Via M. Paul [...] (Belgium) I received the Lorber Newsletter in 3 languages (Deutsch, English,
Italiano) of Januari 2015. Please, could you put me on your mailing list such that I can receive the
Newsletters (in 3 languages as well) for the rest of the year. Please, let me know the conditions.
Thank you very much in advance. Regards.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30) Bernhard from ROMANIA:
Hi friends,
You have had a good idea with your magazine, which should connect the "Lorberians” world wide.
We make from Romania "aid for the sick without assistance," and "healing through prayer":
Manufacture of sun remedies - Medical treatments with sun remedies - Treatments of patients by
placing hands on them.
Our activity area is Europe, mainly Romania, Austria, Germany, South Tyrol, Spain, Rep. Moldova,
Ukraine. By 2015 it is also planned to bring "aid for the sick without assistance" to Angola.
[....]
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Joseph’s reply: "Dear Bernhard, we published only" part "of the news that you send to us,
because you had exceeded the" half-page” ".
NOTICE: To learn about other things, connect to the Site communicated us by Bernhard:
http://www.gata-cu-boala.ro, where there is also an "interview" about him.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------31) Werner from GERMANY:
Dear Lorber’s friend Vesco Giuseppe,
I kindly ask you to send the monthly international journal.
Sincerely, thanks in advance.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------32) Egidio from PORTUGAL:
Dear friends,
I would like to receive the journal through the Internet: JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL. If
possible, in Portuguese or Spanish. Thank you very much, and the Father bless you for this
initiative. Fraternally in Christ Jesus.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE PURPOSE OF THE JOURNAL JAKOB LORBER INTERNATIONAL
The president of the Italian would like to create a WORLD journal, through which Lorber’s
friends from around the world can JOIN and "exchange views" on the most difficult issues,
in order to take ALL TOGETHER same conclusion, especially with the help of experts from
various nations.
Dear Lorber’s friends from all over the world,
since – at the moment - we are 33 (32 + Joseph) who wish to "create, collaborate and receive"
the Journal Jakob Lorber International, I tell you that this journal will continue until the president
of the Italian Association, the creator of this initiative , will have the financial ability to keep it alive,
paying personally the costly translations.
Considering that his pension is only 1200 euros per month, the best solution would be to find
translators among Lorber’s Friends worldwide working for free.
Dear and fraternal greetings to you all from

Joseph & Jesus (his Partner since 1995)

Venice, February 17, 2015

E-mail associazionelorber@alice.it
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE. Waiting and hoping to find "translators for free", please send a small offer to be able to
translate in various languages, through the following BANK TRANSFER:

IBAN

IT13R0306936193074000054630
BIC (SWIFT) BCITITMM
BANCA : INTESA SAN PAOLO

VESCO GIUSEPPE, VIA VETREGO, 148 - 30035 MIRANO (Venezia)

Disclosed this initiative to other friends and friends by sending this file of the February
17, 2015.
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